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1. Introduction

1.1. De�nition. An anachronism, as any object or entity that appears temporally
out of the context and settings it is placed in. It may be a verbal expression, a
technology, a philosophical idea, a musical style, a material, a custom, or anything
else closely enough bound to a particular period as to seem odd outside it. The
fact that this entity is out of place contributes to its peculiarity.

1.2. Conditions for an anachronism with reference to Movies. Any anachro-
nism has the object and the surroundings that de�ne the period of reference. In
the case of a movie, the surroundings of that object constitute the scene or rest of
the objects of the movie.

These include

• The props and settings in the movie
• The costumes worn by the characters
• The language and dialects used
• Historical event(s) that is(are) depicted
• The background score

An object that is misplaced in time therefore is one which does not defer to one or
more of the other broad entities mentioned above. A common example would be use
of idiomatic expressions or words more tuned to the modern era in a movie on the
Elizabethan period. The surroundings and scenes in the movie de�ne a reference
point or origin to compare the objects in it. In order to de�ne the anachronism,
we must �rst de�ne the period on which we are basing our reference via the scenes
and then describe how the object in question is out of place.

2. Paradox of Anachronisms in Shrek

As far as anachronisms go, the Shrek trilogy does occupy a unique place. As
part of analysis, particular aspects used will be taken up and supplemented with
scene examples to reiterate the point.

Before describing this argument, the following de�niton must be noted :
Stylistic Anachronism. A setting in which various con�icting anachronisms are
thrown into the same scene to create a timeless environment lacking a speci�c
time period.

2.1. The concept of Far, Far Away. The Shrek trilogy plays on the line with
which all Fairy Tales begin with �Long Long Ago, in a land Far Far Away�. The
Fairy tales being discussed include those by the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian
Anderson and other popular story tellers. The series base the settings and hence
the storyline in a place - Far Far Away, in a time - Long Long Ago. Here, it must
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be noted that logically, since many of the other fairy tales took place in the same
period, the characters in those tales are very much likely to be living and participate
in the story. The Shrek trilogy cleverly weaves these fairy tales along with the two
central characters, Shrek and Fiona to form an entire world. The story of Shrek
therefore is based on this �time� that forms the reference frame. Therefore the
reference entity is the time mentioned in the fairy tales.

An alternative view is that each object or entity in the scene actually provides
the scene with its own time period of reference and a reference for the other objects.
But looking at the overall scene, they are actually just thrown in together. Thus
they are really anachronisms which are anachronisms of each other with each acting
as a reference point for the other. With such a viewpoint, there is nothing that
de�nes the time period of the movie because nothing is dominant.

An important point here is that tairytales in themselves do not have a timeperiod
for reference. Thus there is no quanti�able period such as 300 BC. However, because
of the style of dressing, the language used and so on it is natural for us to associate
fairy tales with a medieval setting. Therefore, any entity such as speaking in modern
English or wearing costumes more appropriate today would seem out of place and
hence an anachronism. But the alternative approach suggested above would imply
that these are not anachronisms at all, since there is no de�nite time period. These
entities are just objects which the viewer would associate with the modern world.
There is no reason why they should not exist/have existed during the time of
the Shrek story. This peculiar kind of anachronism has been called a �Stylistic
Anachronism� and this is the term that will be used to refer to this entity henceforth.
The remaining sections will focus on particular entities that could fall under stylistic
anachronisms with suitable examples from the movie.

2.2. Music as an Anachronism. The songs used in Shrek follow one common
theme. They are all modern songs mainly from the rock genre. They however, do
not belong to one particular period or era. The songs themselves are as diverse
covering artistes from Smashmouth (�I'm a Believer �, �All Star �) to the Beatles
to Bonnie Tyler (�I Need a Hero� as sung by Fairy Godmother). This spread
constitutes more than 40 years. The songs are mainly used as an augmentation
to the mood created by the scene. However, in most cases they are not put in for
dramatic e�ect. Instead they help to soften the emotions of the scene by way of
parody of similar scenes in other movies.

While it could be hypothesised that the songs are anachronisms, they actually
conform to the standards set by stylistic anachronisms quite well. A case in point
is in Shrek the Third where the King dies and the scene that follows :

The background music is that of Paul McCartney's Live and Let die (1973 ).
We �nd the �ag being brought down to half-mast as is done at the death of a
State-head in today's world. The scene actually resembles the rainy and foggy
jailed scene from Disney's animated Robin Hood. However, at the funeral, people
are seen dressed in medieval costumes, primarily black. The queen then releases a
casket into the water with the words Ye Old Foot Locker (a parody of Foot Locker,
a sportswear retailer), typical of medieval language. The camera then pans over
the characters and ultimately to a far view of the castle which resembles the castle
of Gondor, in the Lord of the Rings. So, in the same scene we have a 1970's pop
reference, medieval costumes, a dedication to a modern sportswear store and a
parody of another �ctional work. None of these dominates over the other. They
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rather seemlessly merge into one another. And also, since we are dealing with a
fairy tale, it is very likely that these are characteristic of the �time� in which this
story is based.

Another way in which musical anachronisms are present is in the names of some
of the characters in the series such as Sir Justin (Justin Timberlake) and in the
main characters singing modern songs such as Puss in Boots singing Livin La Vida
Loca (1999 ).

2.3. Anachronisms with reference to pop culture. The Shrek series is abun-
dant in pop culture references that not only add to the humour but also provide a
telling commentary on today's world. Conventional thinking would encourage that
since they refer to pop-culture and the story is placed in an older time frame, they
are misplaced in time and hence anachronisms. This argument is fallacious once
again in the sense that, the period is not de�ned.

For the illustration of this point two scenes are brought out, be detailing the
events and draw analogies to the pop culture references placed, followed by an
analysis.

2.4. Shrek 2 : Storming of Castle By Shrek. This section of the �lm has one
of the largest pop-culture references in the entire series. Shrek has been captured
and placed in the dungeon while Princess Fiona and Prince Charming are to attend
the Ball. The pre-ball presentation is a parody of the Oscar Ceremony with even
an animated Joan Rivers for ME! (a parody E! Entertainment) talking about and
commenting on the out�ts worn by di�erent �stars� attending the event. The TV
presenter is the magic mirror from Snow White. While the watching this on TV, a
commercial of Knights (a parody of COPS) is shown. Here, a white bronco (Shrek
and Donkey) is being chased by FFAPD (parody of LAPD) whereafter Shrek, Doney
and Puss-in-Boots are apprehended by Knights. A knight even �nds Cat-nip on
Puss (allusion to drugs possession). This is a reference to the OJ Simpson chase
scene one of the most popular news items in the last decade. Once caught they are
rescued by Pinnochio, Gingerbread man and others in a scene reminiscent of Mission
Impossible. Other pop culture references include The Giant Gingerbread man that
storms the castle of Far Far Away (a reference to the "Stay-Puft Marshmallow
Man" from Ghost Busters (1984 )). He is created in a way that resembles that of
Frankenstein. Also, just before he dies, he says to the smaller Gingerbread Man
�Be Good�, a reference to E.T., the extraterrestrial. Thus we have a number of
movie/television references from the 1980s to the 1990s.

2.5. Shrek 2 : Shrek and Fiona Entering Far Far Away. Shrek and Fiona
At the beginning of the journey the path followed by Shrek, Fiona and donkey
has mountainous terrain, forests, colourful bridges in a reference to the journey
followed by the Fellowship in the Lord of the Rings. As they enter Far Far away,
the place is shown to have palm trees in a Florida-esque atmosphere. One can
see the sign on the mountain saying Far Far Away, an obvious reference to the
Hollywood sign (more than 70 years old). The Fairy Godmother billboard is a
parody of the famous Hollywood signs of model, Angelyne (in the 1980s). There
are knights which function as tra�c police and carriages that act as stretch limos
(knights from medieval times and stretch limos being a modern concept). When
the group �rst enters Far Far Away, the camera pans over a distinctive Far Far
Away sign at street level (as opposed to the huge one in the hills that resembles
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the "Hollywood" sign). The street-level sign is a parody of the o�cial "Beverly
Hills" sign that welcomes visitors as they enter the city via certain boulevards. In
addition, there are some other spoofs of famous signs and stores in the background
of Far Far Away, including

• Burger Prince (Burger King)
• Olde Knavery (Old Navy)
• Saxon Fifth Avenue (Saks Fifth Avenue)
• Versarchery (Versace)
• Gap Queen (Gap Kids)
• Farbucks Co�ee (Starbucks)
• Tower of London Records (Tower Records).
• Baskin Robinhood (Baskin Robins ice cream)
• Barney's Old York (Barney's New York)

All these stores are anywhere between 30 and 100 years old.
Also, when Shrek and Fiona arrive in Far Far Away, they pass a movie theater

playing Lethal Arrow 4 (a parody of Lethal Weapon, 1987).

2.6. Analysis. All the items quote above refer to pop culture and once -famous
news items that have occured or invaded our lives in the last 50 years. Once again,
since we are dealing with a fairy-tale where time does not have meaning, it is equally
plausible that these items exist(ed) in the world where Shrek lives and hence are not
misplaced at all. These would be anachronisms only if Shrek were to inhabit say
15th century England and if it were overwhelmingly hinted by the surroundings in
the scene. In addition, once again, not one of the above mentioned points could be
said to be the dominant time-de�ning entity. In essence, they are entities inspired
from various times and places in our own history, thrown into the same scene.

Also, there is no justi�cation once again that these events could not have hap-
pened in Shrek's history. In fact, it could be that Shrek's life was de�ned by these
events. This is plausible because of the no-time reference fact.

3. Commentary on modern life

3.1. Shrek 3 - School Scene. Some of the anachronisms o�er a commentary of
the kind of lifestyle adopted by people in modern times. For example, consider
the high school scene in Shrek the Third, where he comes to see Arthur, the boy
who would eventually become king. If any, these could be considered genuine
anachronisms, out of place with the rest of the movie. In this scene, almost every
aspect of a typical teenager's life in western countries is shown. This includes
school bus-like yellow and black-lined horse carriages, two teenagers jumping out of
a van-like carriage apparently having consumed frankincence and Myrrh (allusion to
drugs), expressions used by the teenagers (�Totally!�), nerdy kids playing dungeons
and dragons (allusion to chess), mascot competitions, slogans such as 'How to Just
Say Nay' (allusion to 'How to Say No'), cheerleaders and more. It also deals with
the �coming of age story� of Arthur. This particular scene is signi�cant because
it could represent the only possible genuine anachronism as an entity that is out
of place in time from the rest of the movie. Here the characters speak a di�erent
version of English. A counter-argument to this would be that Shrek actually moves
out of Far Far Away across shores and it would not be di�cult to imagine people
speaking a di�erent English.
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It is possible that these very same references de�ne the date of the �lm itself
and could be used as a reference for the time period in which it was made or as a
�history lesson� of what kinds of thought and headlines dominated our society at
the time they were made.

4. Conclusion - The Moral of Shrek

Thus we see that the Shrek trilogy though �lled with objects that appear to be
out of place and hence anachronisms, actually has di�erent objects from di�erent
times cast together each de�ning a time reference for the other but overall providing
a timeless scene. That is the essence and the genius of the anachronisms used
because they manage to parody modern life, while providing a pseudo-medieval
setting that is actually timeless.


